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Overview
Cloud mobile development

The CloudOne Virtual Private Cloud
infrastructure offers a single, simple,
cloud-delvered environment to everyone
on your team, anywhere in the world

Mutliplatform support

Construct applications fro iPhone or
Android using a single, HTML 5 suite of
lifecycle management and integrated
development tools

Hybrid partner clouds

Connect your development environment
directly to libraries of devices for
testing, and to skilled resources in
mainframe & legacy platform integration

IBM Business Partner CloudOne delivers
mobile development on-demand from the cloud

Mobile application development requires supporting multiple platforms
quickly and easily, yet providing a rich user experience tailored to
each platform. That’s a real challenge for today’s resource-constrained
organizations, who struggle to connect developers into global teams
and still maintain visibility and control over the process.
That’s why CloudOne, the global leader in cloud-based development
for IBM® Software, now opens the cloud for development for mobile
on-demand using IBM’s Mobile Development Lifecycle Solution.

Multiplatform by design
Based on IBM WebSphere® Worklight® Studio’s HTML 5 development
platform, it’s the perfect way to combine the rich on-client look and
feel customers want with the multiplatform ease of support your
business needs. Your developers can support nearly all mobile platforms
including iPhone®, Android® or cutting-edge tablets by using IBM
Worklight Studio to quickly construct browser applications, hybrid
HTML 5 apps, or native applications using a single managed solution,
directly from your own Virtual Private Cloud.

The full development lifecycle
No matter if you decide to deploy these applications internally
or to a public mobile application store, CloudOne can provide
the environment that suits your needs. It spans the entire mobile
development process, including gathering requirements, tracking
an agile project planning, building and testing the application, and
deploying to a mobile application store. Included in the solution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation and configuration
Upgrades
Problem assistance
Global accessibility
Elastic scalability
Data and access security
Service integrations
Nightly backups
Software-as-a-Service rental licenses
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Partnerships speed delivery
CloudOne’s ecosystem partner ClearBlade brings the skills
and expertise you need to be successful at constructing your
mobile application through quick adoption and proven results.
ClearBlade’s team of mobile developers and UI designers help
you transform ideas into implementation. ClearBlade also
provides a deep level of expertise with integrating securely to
back end systems including relational databases, mainframe
systems, and web services.
With so many mobile devices, carriers, and frequent new
software versions, testing quickly becomes a challenge for
mobile development teams. CloudOne helps ease your mobile
testing strategy by providing instant access to ecosystem
partner DeviceAnywhere®. Right from your cloud, you
can connect to DeviceAnywhere and securely test your
applications in a testbed of preconfigured real mobile devices
hosted by DeviceAnywhere. The results of these tests directly
flow back into your lifecycle for continual improvement.

Flexible SaaS Licensing
CloudOne offers Software-as-a-Service for many IBM
products, so you can add optional “rental” licenses dynamically
into your Virtual Private Cloud.
In addition to the IBM Worklight and IBM Rational®
Collaborative Lifecycle Management software at the heart of
the solution, you can add in other products such as:
•
•
•
•

IBM Rational AppScan for mobile testing
IBM Rational Asset Manager® for approval processes
IBM WebSphere Cast Iron® for data security
Virtual Desktops for IBM Worklight Studio
®

For more information
To learn more about the CloudOne solution for mobile
development visit this website:
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